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Matched absorbing medium techniques for full-wave TLM 
simulation of microwave and millimeter-wave components 
Sandrick LE MAGUER*, 
Nestor PENA*, 
Michel NEY * 

Abstract: 

This paper investigates the absorbing layer tech
niques for three-dimensional transmission-line matrix 
(3D-TIM) simulations. Applications are the full-wave 
analysis of structures such as microwave and millime
ter-wave circuits open to free space. Two approaches 
are presented, namely the matched layer (ML) and the 
perfectly matched layer (PML) technique which is used 
for general cases. For the ML technique, which is effi
cient for matching guides operating in a quasi-TEM 
condition, a comparison of the different TIM condensed 
node is carried out. Concerning the more general case 
of the PML technique, the theoretical development of a 
new general three-dimensional (3D) TIM condensed cell 
is presented. Results pertaining to the characterization 
of planar circuits are compared with other solutions or 
measurements. It is found that a proposed unified 
approach, which includes the TIM simulation for mat
ched layer media, yields very good performance in 
terms of the absorbing boundary condition (ABC). 

Key words : Microwave circuit : Electromagnetism : Absorbing 
medmn ; Modelmg ; Numencal method : Transmission line : Matrix 
method : Microstrip line ; Coplanar line : Impedance matching 

TECHNIQUE DES COUCHES ABSORBANTES 
ADAPTEES, APPLIQUEES A L' ANALYSE

RIGOUREUSE DES COMPOSANTS 
MICROONDES ET EN BANDE 

MILLIMETRIQUE, PAR LA METHODE TLM 

Resume : 

Cet article presente des techniques des milieux absor
bants pour la modelisation par la mithode de la matrice 
des lignes de transmission tridimensionnelle ( 3D-TIM). 
Les applications sont !'analyse e!ectronu1gnitique de cir

cuits microondes et millimetriques ouverts sur l'espace 

libre. Les deux approches discutees utilisent !es milieux 
adaptes (ML) et !es couches parfaitement adaptees (PML), 

ces demieres etant utilisees pour le cas general. La tech

nique ML, qui est ejficace pour !'adaptation de guides 

operant en modes quasi statiques, est itudiee dans le cas 
de dijferents types de cellules TIM condensees. Pour la 
simulation des milieux PML applicables aux cas plus 
generaux, le developpement theorique d'une nouvelle 
cellule TLM tridimensionnelle est presente. Dans le 
cadre de caracterisation de discontinuites en technolo
gie plaquee, des resultats de simulations sont compares 
avec des solutions trouvees par d' autres mithodes ou la 
me sure. On trouve que !' approche unifiee pro po see 
donne de tres bonnes performances en termes de condi
tions absorbantes aux limites (ABC). 

Mots cles : Circuit hyperfrequence ; Electromagnetisme ; Milieu 
absorbant ; Modelisation ; Methode numerique ; Ligne transmission ; 
Methode

_ 
matricielle ; Ligne microruban ; Ligne coplanaire : Adapta

llon impedance 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The lLM method has been widely used for field com
putations in the time domain. It is a general method that 
can be applied to a wide class of problems, including 
non linear and/or non-stationary cases [l]-[2]. However, 
like any method whose formulation leads to volume dis
cretization, absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) must
be used to limit the computational domain when open 
structures are investigated. These structures can be, for 
instance, open to free space (antenna) or of infinite 
extend (e.g., waveguide discontinuity problems). Gene
rally, ABC should have absorb waves over a wide fre-
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quency range and at any incident angle. They are usually 
classified into two groups : those based on boundary 
operators and those using absorbing layer techniques. 
For 1LM, the most popular boundary operators are based 
on one-way equation solutions [3, 4] or extrapolation 
techniques [5]. Their algorithm is applied to the limiting 
boundary where field values at future time are computed 
by linear combination of field values in the computatio
nal domain at different locations and previous time 
steps. Algorithms are rather simple to apply but these 
techniques yield numerical instabilities under certain 
conditions and regularization procedures must be 
applied to obtain stable results [3]. In addition, such ABC 

should be located at relatively large distances from scat
terers as they cannot absorb evanescent waves. 

Concerning absorbing layer techniques, equations 
governing fields in the lossy layer, terminated by certain 
arbitrary boundary conditions, must be solved by a nume
rical scheme. Therefore, the computational domain must 
be extended, unlike the boundary operator approach. For 
instance, the so-called matched layer (ML) technique 
consists in surrounding the computational domain with a 
layer of fictitious lossy medium with electric and magne
tic conductivities which are chosen accordingly. This 
technique yields excellent results for any frequency when 
normal incidence is approximately achieved [6]. This 
condition arises, for instance, for matched load simula
tions of guides operating under quasi-TEM conditions. In 
addition, the ML technique has the great advantage of 
being inherently stable and the layer medium can be 
directly modeled by the standard symmetrical condensed 
node (scN) without extra programming. 

The extension of the ML technique to operate for 
arbitrary incidence yields to the perfectly matched layer 
(PML) technique, which was first proposed by Berenger 
for finite-difference time-domain (FDm) computations
[7]-[8]. The layer surrounding the computational 
domain is perfectly matched in the sense that electroma
gnetic waves, whether traveling or evanescent, theoreti
cally penetrate into it with no reflection and refraction in 
all cases of incidence and at arbitrary frequency. The 
implementation of the PML technique in the FDTD 
scheme is straightforward as the layer equations are 
directly written in a difference form using the standard 
Yee's algorithm [7]. Concerning the PML-1LM case, two 
different approaches can be considered: 

•interfacing the RM-computational network with
FDTD mesh simulating the PML medium (non-uni
fied or split algorithm) [9]-[10]. 

•using a TLM node in the PML medium (unified algo
rithm) [11 ]. 

The second approach has the potential advantage of 
avoiding field spatial interpolation which is required to 
interface TLM and FDm algorithms. Indeed, it is well
known that field components are not defined at the same 
location in both cells. One objective of this paper is to 
present a new 1LM node that can simulate PML media 
with the objective to use a unified algorithm for PML 
used as ABC. To develop this new node, the PML field 

equations are rewritten such as to establish Maxwell's 
equations pertaining to an anisotropic lossy medium 
with sources and characterized by real diagonal electric 
and magnetic conductivity tensors. Magnetic and elec
tric current source densities are controlled by field spa
tial time variations [l l ]-[13]. Then, using a rigorous 
field formulation [14], equations are approximated 
while keeping 1LM formalism, i.e., in terms of incident 
and reflected voltages that travel in the network of inter
connected nodes which simulates the PML medium. 

II. THE TLM METHOD

The 1LM method is a time-domain numerical tech
nique that models an electromagnetic field in a compu
tational domain by means of voltage impulses that travel 
in a network of interconnected transmissions lines. 
More fundamentally, the 1LM network is able to model 
Maxwell-Ampere (MA) and Maxwell-Faraday (MF) laws
in presence of electric 1; and magnetic �' current den
sities in lossy media [14]. These two equations in local 
form are given respectively by: 

o l v /\ Tl= £ �7 + 8e "F + -;:
� /\ all /\ -rl n 

(2) Y' /\ /!., = -µat -crmH - ]m
in which £, µ, 8 e and 8 m are real diagonal tensors of
permittivity, permeability, electric and magnetic conduc
tivities, respectively, given by: 

(3) £ = E0diag(Eu, EYY' Ezz), il = µ0diag(µu, µYY' µzz),

(4) 8e = diag(crex' (Jey' cre)8m = diag(crmx' (Jmy' (Jmz),

and £0, µ0 are vacuum permittivity and permeability, 
respectively. 

The computational domain is then filled with a Car
tesian mesh of cells with dimension L1x, L1Y, L1z. In each
cell, Fand d tangential components are sampled at the
center of every face as well as total field components at 
the center, as illustrated by Figure 1 a and 1 b, respecti
vely. There is a total of 15 samples for each field which 
can be combined to generate eighteen incident and 
reflected voltages which are contained in vectors ctand
F, respectively. In accordance with the numbering used
for the symmetrical condensed 1LM-node (scN) [l], 
electric field components and voltages are numbered 
correspondingly, as illustrated by Figure 2a. For ins
tance, samples Ei and Hf are combined in the follo
wing way [14]: 

(5) {al} = _l (L1 E'"!:.Z '1.ffi)
b 2 x I 0 '- I 

1 

where Z0 the vacuum intrinsic impedance is �·
When inhomogenous structures are investigated and/or 
non-cubic cells are used, so-called permittivity and per-
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(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 1. - Field samples for the basic TLM (SCN) cell : (a) electric 
field. (b) magnetic field. 

Echantillonnage des champs dans la cellule de base TI.M ( SCN) : 
(a) champ electrique, (b) champ magnetique. 

a3 
a10 

a6 
/; all 

/ a9 
� 

(a) as 
al 

meahility stuhs have to he connected at the center of
related nodes. In this case, E,, EY, Ez take subscript 13,
14, 15, respectively and subscript 16, 17, 18 are assi
gned to field component H,, Hv, Hz respectively. Hence,
a completely loaded scN includes 18 incident and 
reflected voltages and can he characterized by a 18 X 
18 scattering matrix [SJ. If losses (whether electric 
and/or magnetic) are present, they can he accounted for 
by loading the node by three or six infinite (or matched) 
loss-stubs. As no voltages are reflected from loss-stuhs, 
only [SJ-elements are affected and, thus, the matrix size 
remains unchanged. Stub voltages are defined from only 
one field component at the center of the cell. For ins
tance, a13, b1 3, a16 and b16 are expressed by:

(6) 

All expressions concerning incident and reflected vol
tages are included in Appendix A. 

Now comes the time-evolution of the TLM algorithm 
that computes the fields in the structure. First o f  all, sup
posing that at time (n - 1/2)�t the incident voltage vec
tor ctis known at every node, then, the reflected voltage 
1f from every node can be computed via S at time (n + 
1/2)�t as : 

(7) 't<n + 112) = S {(<11 - 112) 
in which S element expression can be found in [lJ for 
the lossless case. Finally, reflected voltages become 
incident voltages to the neighbouring nodes for the next 
iteration. 

Although the procedure described by (7) is very 
simple, it is relatively costly in terms of computer 
expenditure and an accelerated procedure is used ins
tead. First, field components CE\ lfn} at the center o f
the cell are computed at  time n�t. They depend on the 

(b) 

Fm. 2. - Incident voltages in the TLM cell; (a) basic scN, (b) new PML-TLM cell. 

Tensions incidentes dans la cellule TLI/: (a) cellule de base SCiV. (bi nouvelle cellule PML-TIN. 
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source terms I' and I' via expressions that are includede m � . in Appendix B. Then, reflected voltages b at time 
(n + l/2)�t are determined from the previously compu
ted {P, 7/n} and the incident voltage 71 which is
known at time (n - 1/2)Af via expressions written in 
Appendix B. Hence, the matrix Sis not used, which 
reduces the number of operations per iteration [15]. 

In lLM, six degrees of freedom are available to 
consider alternate cells : six stubs or six link-line impe
dances or any combination thereof. With the objective 
to reduce the number of stubs and increase the maxi
mum time-step value, Scaramuzza and Lowery [16] pro
posed the hybrid scN (HSCN) lLM node that uses only 
three stubs but needs three different link-line characte
ristic impedances. Several years later, a new super scN 
(sscN) lLM node that has no stubs was proposed by
Trenkic et al. [17]. Constitutive parameters and/or paral
lelpiped cell dimensions are included in six different 
values of the link-line characteristic impedance. The 
drawback of these new cells is the interface conditions 
that must be applied between two different media. 
However, the reduction in terms of computer costs 
makes them potentially attractive. 

Finally, boundaries are accounted for by using a 
proper reflection coefficient in the adjacent lLM arm. 
The value of the reflection coefficients should translate 
the condition on tangential field components on the 
boundary. For instance, it is -1 and + 1 for perfectly 
conducting and a magnetic wall, respectively. For other 
types of physical boundary conditions such as those that 
yield frequency dependent reflection coefficients, the 
procedure becomes more complex, yet possible to 
implement in the lLM scheme (eg., [18]). 

III. ABSORBING LAYER THEORY 

111.1. Matched layer (ML) 

The ML technique consists in enclosing the computa
tional domain (for instance with parameters Er and µr) 
by a lossy passive medium whose constitutive parame
ters should fulfill the following relation [19] : 

�=�=S(8) Eh µrµO 
where cr and cr are the electric and magnetic conducti-e m 
vities of the ML medium, respectively. This lossy 
medium can be shown to have an intrinsic impedance 
that corresponds to : 

(9) 

As a result, it is perfectly matched for waves that 
impinge at normal incidence for any frequency. The 
apparent reflection coefficient (ARC) is evaluated by 

considering the wave returning from the back of the layer 
terminated by an electric wall and expressed in dB by: 

-�20 
(10) ARC= 20 log (p = e c ) 
where o is the layer thickness and c the velocity of light
in a medium with intrinsic impedance Zm. 

It has been found that purely numerical reflections 
exist for a wave propagating through two media with 
different conductivities but same intrinsic impedance. 
The level of reflection is proportional to the conducti
vity difference at the interface. To circumvent this pro
blem, a tapered loss profile is used in the layer, at a price 
of increasing its thickness o. This approach allows a
small difference in conductivities across the interface 
between the computational domain and the layer, while 
keeping the same ARC which is now expressed in dB as : 

_i. J,s1�i<lz) (11) 20 log (p = exp c z1 

for a wave propagating in the (Oz) direction and where 
z1 is the coordinate of the interface in the xy-plane. For 
the numerical implementation, the conductivity spatial 
distribution is stepwise approximated such that each cell 
has constant conductivity value. Thus, the layer can be 
directly simulated by standard loaded scN or other more 
recent nodes such as the HSCN or the sscN. 

111.2. Perfectly matched layer (PML) 

The PML technique is an extension of the ML and 
theoretically allows a perfect match for any case of inci
dence. To achieve good absorption in any direction, 
Berenger [7] proposed to split all field components into 
two sub-terms. For instance, the electric field x-compo
nent is written as Ex = Exy + E,z- Substituting �nto (1)
and (2) for sourceless situation, leads to a set ot twelve 
equations that can be written in a generic form as [8] : 

(12) 

(13) 

where (s,ri,sl E {(x, y, z),(y, z, x), (z, x, vl} and 
(cr r, cr* r ) which are fictitious electric and magnetic11·� 11.s . 

h Id conductivities, respectively. These parameters s ou 
satisfy (8). Originally, the time evolution of every suh
term is computed in the PML medium using the classical 
FDTD Yee's scheme. Thus, since these sub-terms are 
defined at the same location as the corresponding total 
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component, it is straightforward to transfer the algo
rithm through the interface between the PML medium 
and the FDTD computational domain. Hence, a fully uni
fied algorithm can be achieved when FDTD is used. 

One can show that a grouped form of (12) and (13) 
allows the interpretation of a PML medium as a classical 
lossy medium with controlled current source densities 
[ll]-[13]. For instance, with Ex = E" + Exz' (12) can
be written in terms of (Ex, E9) and (E�, Exz): 

Hence, one retrieves (1) for Ex, with crex equal to cr2
and cry in (12) and (13), respectively. In addition, the
electric current source density Jex can be identified as
(cry - cr2)Exy and (cr2 - cry)Exz in (12) and (13), res
pectively. Also, one may notice that Jex is controlled
by they-spatial variation of H2 in (12), and by the z
spatial variation of HY in (13). 

According to the above observations, one can consi
der the extension of the scN to PML medium simulation, 
if the controlled source evolution can be accounted for 
by adding appropriate voltages to the basic SCN. This 
concept was successfully applied to the two-dimensio
nal nM node [11]. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION IN 
THE TLM ALGORITHM 

IV.1. ML implementation 

Generally, S-parameter computation requires two 
simulations. One has the purpose of generating the field 
solution without the discontinuity (reference or thru
line). The other simulation performed with the disconti
nuity inserted, generates the total field solution. This 
allows the separation of incident and reflected voltages 
on the guiding structure that feeds the discontinuity 
under investigation, from which S-parameter can be 
computed. A major advantage of time-domain simula
tions is that S-parameters are calculated on a wide fre
quency band by exciting the structure with a narrow 
impulse (generally gaussian signal). Then, a Fourier 
transform of the time-domain response is performed to 
obtain the frequency characterization of the structure. 

For the above applications, several precautions must 
be taken. First of all, input and output ports need to be 

matched (infinite line) over the frequency range of inter
est. Thus, ABC must be placed behind the excitation 
plane and where a matched load would be connected. 
Then, points at which the time responses are recorded 
and should be located far enough from the discontinuity 
and the excitation plane in such a way that only the 
dominant mode prevails. 

Quasi-TEM mode in microstrip or coplanar wave
guide propagates nearly along the longitudinal direction. 
Thus, these modes impinge almost normally on the 
plane where ABC is enforced. These features fulfill the 
basic assumption of using the ML technique. For planar 
structures, metal strips and substrates are simply exten
ded through the absorbing layer. Then, the mesh is sim
ply terminated in the layer by the intrinsic impedance of 
the adjacent medium whether it is air or dielectric mate
rial (an example is shown in Figure 3). It has been found 
that better matching is achieved by terminating the layer 
this way than by a conducting wall as it is usually done 
in FDTD simulations. Indeed, by terminating the compu
tational domain directly using such conditions, return 
loss better than 30 dB is achieved. In fact, residual 
reflections are mainly produced at the interface due to 
the slight deviation of quasi-TEM modes from normal 
incidence condition. At the other limits of the computa
tional domain (except if a ground plane is present) the 
trivial condition, which consists in terminating the nM 
mesh by the intrinsic impedance of the adjacent 
medium, is enforced. If these conditions are applied at 
locations sufficiently remote from the planar structure 
where the energy is confined, results are not signifi
cantly perturbed. For instance, locating the limit about 
six to eight cells above the substrate has been found to 
yield satisfactory results for all practical situations. It is 
important to mention that using ML instead would not be 
practical since evanescent waves (reactive fields) predo
minantly prevail above and on the side of the structure. 

Sub.s1ra1e malched impedance 
Air maiched impedance 

FIG. 3. - Matched layer configuration for microstrip geometry. 

Configuration de la couche adaptee (ML) pour une geometrie de 
tvpe microntban. 
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The last condition to be aware of, pertains to the 
case of non-homogenous matched layers. A condition 
obtained from Snell-Descarte's law must be taken into 
account to balance absorption in air and dielectric [20]: 

(16) 
crl El
cr2 E2 

where cr1, E1 and cr2, E2 are adjacent media electric
losses and permittivity, respectively. Note that magnetic 
losses remain the same in all media when dielectric 
materials only are involved. Finally, losses in the absor
bing layer are directly included in the TLM node scatte
ring matrix. In the case of cubic cells, this is done by 
adding loss (infinitely long) stubs whose characteristic 
conductance and resistance is given by ge = Z0credl 
and rm= crmM/Z0, respectively [14].

IV.2. The PML·TLM cell 

Let us consider the interface between the computational 
domain (Er, µr) and the PML medium (Er, µr , crx, cr_;, cry,cr;, crz, cr;) perpendicular to the z-axis. In this case,
there is theoretically no reflection at the interface if 
cr = cr = cr * = cr * = 0 and cr cr * satisfy. By settingx y x y z' z cry = 0 into (12) and (13 ), one can notice an electric loss
and current source terms in (14.a). The time evolution 
of the latter, given by (14.b), is controlled by the magne
tic field component normal to the interface. On the other 
hand, there is only a source term in (15.a) controlled by 
the spatial variation of magnetic field components tan
gential to the interface (see (15.b)). By applying the 
same procedure to other field components, one can 
derive from (1) and (2) the following relations:  

(17 .a) 

(17.b) 

( 18.a) 

(18.b) 

v A Fl= ££ a!! + 8 7t + I' r 0 at en en

v A Fl= £ £ a!! + I' r 0 -ac- et

v /\ 7t = -µ µ all - 8 Fl - I' r 0 at mn mn

in which subscript e, m pertain to electric and magne
tic, respectively and n, t to normal and tangential com
ponents to the interface, respectively. Also, 8 en = 
diag(crz, crz, 0),8mn= diag(cr;, cr;. 0) and source vec
tors are given by: 

(19) I' - [- E - E O]T en - crz xy crz xy '
;:,n = [ -cr; Hry -cr; HH or 

(20) 7?i = [ crzE<z crzEyz Of. 7!1 = [ cr ;Hxz cr; Hvz Of 

where T denotes transposed vector. Examining ( 17) to 
(20) shows that there are different ways to group PML 
equations. Each yields a different numerical scheme that 
has specific dispersion characteristics. It has been found 
that the algorithm implemented in TLM and expressed by 
(19) and (18.a) yields the best performance in terms of 
numerical stability and, consequently, is used in the pre
sent paper. 

IV.2.1. Numerical scheme 

One can notice that8e = 0 and crmn= diag(cr; ,cr; ,o)
present in (17.b) and (18.a) can easily be added in 
the classical algorithm (see Appendix A), by setting 
Ax = AY = Az = 1, B z = 1 and Bx = BY = B in (B. 1) to
(B. 6), where: 

4 /\ 1 crz *s cr s 
(21) B = -- , where , R = - -- = Z0 _z_ , /\ z µ £ 

4+R 0 r r 
and in which conductivities are deduced from (8). 
According to relations (B. 1) to (B. 6) in Appendix B, 
the source terms must be determined at the cell center 
and time ndt. However, they are easily computed as
they are proportional to the sub-terms Exz' Eyz' Hry, Hyx 
which are governed by the following equations : 

(22) aExz + z Cocrz E = - Co z aHY
at o T xz E, o Tz

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

aEyz + z Cocrz E = Co z aHX
at O Er yz E, O az 

z aHry = _ c0 �0 at µr ay 
Zo aHvx = � aE

at µr ax
In order to model these sub-terms, one adds two 
samples per sub-term to the cell illustrated by Figure 1. 
For instance, the sub-term Exz involved in (22) needs
two samples on faces perpendicular to z-direction, i.e., 
at the same locations as Ex samples with subscript 2 and
9 (see Fig. 1 ). This is the reason why one uses the nota
tion (E�2, E�2). Likewise, Eyz samples involves in (23)
are written (E�z, En, H . samples involves in (24) are
written (JF,5Y, H7xy ), and, finally, H samples involved inyx yx yx (25) are written (H 6, H1.0). 

Proceeding further with the sub-term Exz, (22) is
numerically integrated between time (n - 1/2)dt and
ndt as well as between the spatial limits (k - 1/2)/j._z and 
(k + 1/2)t,.z, yielding:

(26) t,. E" - !._ (d ez + t,. ,;·xz x xz 2 x 2 .\"""'9 

/\ 
+ Q. /j._ 1;n 

4 .\"""' xz 

/\ /\ 
where C can be found in Appendix B, G = R is givenx 
by (21 ), and Tis a time-delay operator defined by TU" = [f11-1>. Samples are taken at time (n+ 112)dt unless
otherwise indicated. Thus. the operation TV denotes 
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the quantity U at time (n-1/2)ilt. Hence, (26) yields the 
value of E:z as :

(27) d r;n � (a +a ) (n-li2Jx'""'xz = 4+R 19 20 

in which : 

(28) {;j = t (L1xf2z:t Cl0L1�) and 

{a20} = _!_ (L1 pz +. C 7 A ffi)
b20 2 x 9 .t'"'()'-'y 9 

The last step to evaluate the contribution of Exz into
� at the cell center, is to insert (27) into (B. 1 ). This 
yields (30) which is the first algorithm expression des
cribed in the next section. Other relations are derived in 
a similar fashion. 

To completely account for the influence of the sub
term Exz' remains the evaluation of the evolution of b19
and b20 from incident voltages and field components at 
the center of the cell. To achieve this, one again inte
grates numerically (22) but, this time, from time 
(n-1/2)Af and (n + 1/2)i1t and spatially from (k-1/2)Az 
and kAz (from the face to the cell center). This yields: 

/\ 
+ Si_ L1fin = + C./; i1 Ff' 

4 .xz . O y y  
In order to establish a new expression that contains 

b19 at time (n + 1/2)i1t as a function of a19, a20 at time
(n-1/2)i1t and the magnetic field component HY(�) at
the cell center, (27) and (28) are introduced into (29). 
This yields (30) the first expression of the second group 
of the algorithm described in the next section. A spatial 
integration procedure between Ki1z and (k + 1/2)Az, 
allows one to establish a relation similar to (29) from
which b20 can be then computed. Finally, the same pro
cedure is applied to all sub-terms yielding the generic 
PML-11.M cell which comprises 18 + 8  = 26 voltages as 
illustrated in Figure 2b. 

At this point, it is important to stress that the 11.M 
node developed above uses only set of conductivities (i.e. crz , O"! * 0 ). Some authors refer to uniaxial PML media.
For simulating layers that completely surround the com
putational domain, it is customary to use all conductivi
ties at corners, where three uniaxial PML (i.e., perpendicu
lar to x, y, z axes, respectively) meet. A more general 11.M 
node that accounts for all conductivities can be develo
ped following exactly the above procedure. Such a node 
would include a total of 30 voltages. However, the pro
blem of using multiaxial PML at corners is still under 
investigation and, consequently, not dealt with here. 

IV.2.2 PML-TLM algorithm 

As for the standard TI.M node, the PML-11.M algorithm 
uses the accelarated procedure briefly described before. 

According to (17), the only modification pertains to 
accounting for the source terms at the cell center and at 
time nilt, by using typical expression such as (27) and 
new relations for reflected voltages {b19, ... , b26}. Hence,
relations (B. 1) to (B. 6) see Appendix B) become: 

(30) i1 P = { C (a + a + a + a + Y a )<n - 112Jx x x I 12 2 9 sx 13 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

/\ 
_ � (a + a )<n - 112) }

4 + G 19 20 
i1 P = { C (a + a + a + a + Y a )<n - 112)y y y 3 I I  4 8 sy 14 

/\ 

- � (a + a  )<n - 112)} 
4 + G 21 22 

d P = { C (a + a + a + a + Y a )<n - 112Jz z z 5 7 6 I 0 sz 15 
Zoi1P� = s{Dx(-a4 + a8 + a5 - a7 

+ z a )<n - 112) + G(a + a7 )<n - 112) }sx 16 4 23 _4 
Zoi1YH� = s{DY(a2 - a9 - a6 + a10 

+ z a )<n - 112) + G (a + a )<n - 112)} sy 17 4 25 24 
(35) Zoi1zH� = {Dz(-a1 + a12 + a3 - a11 

/\ /\ + z a )<n - 1/2)} sz 18 
where Band G = R are given by (21). 

Then, {b19, ... , b26} are computed using (B. 10) in 
Appendix B and {b19, ... , b26) from the expressions 
below: 

(36) b(n + l/2) = -C Z A un + B (n - 112) 19 x oDyny al9 
/\ 

B 
G <n - 112i - - Cl19 4 

(37) b .<n + 1/2) = + C Z A Hn + B (n - l/2) 20 x O Lly y a20 
/\ 

B 
G <n - 112i - - Cl19 4 

(38) b (n + 1/2) = + C Z A un + B (n - 1/2) 21 y O Llx nx ll21 
/\ 

- B 
G <n - 112)- a22 4 

(39) b (n + 112) = - C Z d Ff' + B (n - 112) 22 y 0 x x Cl22 
/\ 

B 
G <n - 112i- - Cl21 

(40) b(n + 1/2) = -D A En+ (n - 112) 23 x Llx z a 23 

(41) b(n + l/2) = +D d p + (n - 112)24 x x z a 24 
(42) 

(43) 

b (n + 1/2) = + D d p + (n - 1/2)25 y x z Cl25 
b (n + 112) = _ D d p + (n - l/2) 

26 y x � (/ 26 

4 
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Finally, to complete the procedure, the definition of vol
tages that model controlled sources is given in Appendix C. 

IV.2.3 Boundary conditions 

The algorithm for both lLM and TLM-PML nodes are 
now established. The last point pertains to determining 
incident voltages at nodes adjacent to the interface bet
ween the lLM and lLM-PML network. As far as the first 
eighteen voltages are concerned, they are treated by the 
basic lLM scheme [2]. For the remaining voltages, let us 
first consider the interface perpendicular to the z-axis 
(Fig. 4.a). In the lLM domain (region 1), there are two 
reflected voltages from the adjacent nodes, say b� land

b� ) , that impinge on the interface at time (n + l/2)ill.
On the other side in the PML medium (region 2), there 
are four voltages b�J, b�J , b�) and b�i reflected form
the PML-lLM nodes adjacent ot that interface (see Fig. 2). 
Concerning (b� l, b�>) and (b� l, b�\ they are simply
transfered across the interface for the next iteration [2]. 
On the other hand, b�J and b�i are not transfered
through the interface as the lLM node in region 1 has 
only 18 voltages. However, a�J and a�i incident ot lLM

PML node must be computed. First of all, note that the 
knowledge of (b� ), b�) ) and (b� ), b�» allows one to
compute the field components tangential to the inter
face. Then, the magnetic field components Hx and HY at 

time (n + 112) are given by (see (A. 1) in Appendix A): 

(44) z � 1-t.n + 1/2) = b(l) - b(2) 0 x x 4 8 
and z � H!n + 112) = b(2) _ b(lJ 0 y y 9 2 , 
Then, a�J and a�i can be computed from their definition
(see (C. 1) in Appendix C): 

(45) 

(46) 

(2J = b(2J - C z � H!n + 112) a20 20 x o y y 
= b(2) - c (b(2) - b(l)) 20 x 9 2 

c/2) = b�2) + C Z � H(n + 112) 22 L2 x O x x 
= b(2) + c (b(l) - b<2>) 22 x 4 8 

Now, let us consider the case where the PML-lLM 
network is terminated by the vacuum intrinsic impe
dance Z0 in the plane perpendicular to x-axis. As the 

characteristic impedance of the lLM link lines is also Z0, 
such termination means zero reflection in the link lines 
(note that the global reflection is not zero). At time 
(n + 1!2)�t b3, b6 and b25 impinge on the boundary
(see Fig. 2b). Thus, a3 and a6 are zero and one can 
easily show that from the definition (A. 1) in Appendix 
A, the component Ez is given by: 

(47) A E(n + 112) = / uz z ')6, 

Region 2 : PML medium 
(Ero µ,, 0,0,0,0, CT2• CT2) 

Region 1 : (Er, µr) medium 

b (2) 22 

b (2) 20 

b (2) 9 

b (2)8 
(a) 

11 

11 

11 

(b) x 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

� b(l)2 

.... b(l) 4 
z 

PMLmedium 
(Eroµ,, 0,0,0,0, cr2,62) 

FIG. 4. - Voltage at PML boundaries (a) interface between TLM 
and PML-TLM networks (b) at the limit of the PML-TLM network 

terminated by Z0 
Tensions incidente.1· ii la frontiere du reseai1 PML-TIM: (a) inter

face entre le reseau TIM classique et le reseau PML-TLM (b) reseau 
PML-TIM te1min par Z0 

Hence, a25 can he computed from: 
(n + 1/2) (48) Cl25 = b25 - D,�ZEZ = b25 - D,b6 

The above procedures can he easily applied to other 
reflection coefficient values when a 1LM-P\1L algorithm 
is used. 
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V. RESULTS

V.1. Matched layer results 

V.1.1. Influence of the conductivity profile 

The reflection coefficient is computed by using the 
SCN for different profiles (linear, geometric, . .. ) ARC and
geometries (microstrip and coplanar). In addition, sub
strate with low and high permittivity is considered. The 
parabolic profile has been found to yield the best perfor
mances: 

(49) a(z) = a max (i-)2 
However, as mentioned before, the discretization of the 
profile leads to an abrupt change in the conductivity 
value near the interface that provokes numerical reflec
tions. An alternate profile, called semi-parabolic profile, 
has a factor five times lower than the parabolic profile, 
which reduces the conductivity step value near the inter
face and, consequently, the numerical reflections. Howe
ver, since the penetrating wave must be sufficiently atte
nuated to obtain the same ARC, the conductivity profile
has a much larger conductivity factor at the end of the 
layer. Simulation results shown below are performed 
with a 15-Al layer thickness, where Al is the space step 
in the direction of propagation. This choice was found 
to be the best compromise between reflection and 
memory requirement. 

Return loss extraction for microstrip and co-planar 
structures is performed using the geometries shown in 
Figure 5 with Al = 100 µm and At= 0. 1666 ps. Side 
walls are 15Al from the central metal strip and are ter
minated by matched impedance. Note that a sufficiently 

15Lll 

�z 2Lll .L : B 
I..----" .____,I J 2 Lll .---I ____.____.! ___ _ :o.s ti.I 

Excitation plane � 1 20Al 1....._ Output plan<! 

(a) 

y 

�z 2�1 3 �I--

I e, l!HI 
(b) 

FIG. 5. - Geometry used for ML absorption performance : 
(a) microstrip line. (b) coplanar line. 

Geometries utilisees pour le calcul du facreur de reflexion des ML. 
(a) microruban, (b) ligne coplanaire. 

good spatial sampling must be used to describe the slot 
for co-planar line. If this condition is not fulfilled, the 
quasi-TEM mode is not accurately described, which 
results in a higher reflection level from the matched 
layer interface. It was found that three cells for descri
bing the slots has produced sufficiently good results. 
Using a coarser mesh, return loss may get 20 dB lower 
in the examples presented below. Finally, excitation 
consisted of a Gaussian pulse whose variance was selec
ted according to the desired frequency range characteri
zation. Sources were located between the ground plane 
and the strip while they were across the slots in the co
planar lines (even mode). 

First of all, simulations were performed on planar 
structures shown in Figure 5, with Er = 2. 2. For the 
microstrip case (Fig. 6a), the optimum layer corresponded 
to a 40 dB ARC (parabolic profile) and a computed
reflection coefficient (CRC) which is always lower than
-52 dB. A slight decrease in absorption (still good), is 
obtained in the co-planar case illustrated in Figure 6b 
( - 30 dB ARC with -50 dB CRC). For both cases, there
is some substantial improvement as compared to stan
dard matched boundaries. Finally, as mentioned before, 

---· 

, , ' 
' '-----·· I 
• 

FIG. 6. - Matched layer ere (parabolic profile) for several arc 
values (Er = 2. 2) : (a) microstrip line. (b) coplanar line. 

Facteur de reflexion calcu/e du milieu ML ii profil parabolique 
pour differenr.1· valeurs de ARC (Er = 2, 2) : (a) microruban.

(b) ligne coplanaire. 
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less reflection than the ARC value occurs because of the 
matched loads used at the back of the absorbing layer. 
Also, one can observe that the CRC increases as the ARC 
decreases. This can be explained by the fact that the 
adjacent conductivity ratio at the interface increases 
with ARC (see (11) with (49)). 

Results have shown that the substrate permittivity did 
not influence the absorbing performance of the ML up to 
Er = 6. However, as the permittivity increases further,
the absorption performance slightly deteriorates. For ins
tance, on the frequency range (0 - 100 GHz), results 
pertaining to two different substrates (Er = 9. 9 and Er = 
12. 8) are reported in Figure 7. Optimal layer is obtained 
for a -30 dB ARC, yielding a -46 dB CRC. Results (not 
shown) are very similar for the co-planar line. Note that 
one can lower low-frequency reflection by decreasing 
the ARC down to -100 dB (see Fig. 7). In this case, the 
CRC is lower than -50 dB on the 0-30 GHz band. This 
result can be explained by the fact that quasi-TEM modes 
are closer to normal incidence in the low frequency 
range. On the other hand, semi-parabolic profile optimi
zation may be performed on the high frequency range. 
Results compared with parabolic profile are given in 
Figure 8. A -50 dB CRC is obtained on 30 to 100 GHz 
band, using a -100 dB ARC. 

--· 

FIG. 7. - Matched layer ere (parabolic profile) 
for several arc values in the microstrip line case, 

with high permittivity substrate (E, = 9. 9). 

... ' 

Facteur de reflexion calcu/e du milieu ML (projil parabolique) pour 
different es valeurs du facteur de reflexion apparent ARC dans le 

cas du microruban avec subsrrat a forte penniuivite relative (9, 9). 

From the above results, when dealing with high per
mittivity substrates, one can improve the absorption by 
using parabolic profile in the low frequency range and 
semi-parabolic profile in the high frequency range. 
However, results have shown that improvement with 
semi-parabolic profile is no longer efficient for co-pla
nar guides. Finally, one should mention that the perfor
mance of ML for planar circuit's characterization is suffi
cient as a reflection level below -46 dB is very good for 
S parameter extraction. 

-30
-r-��������..__.���._.��+ CRC ldB] 

-40 .. � Sem1-parabohc profile -100 dB
-50 · .. 

-60 ---Parabolic profile -JOO dB 
- 70 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Frequency GHz 

Fm. 8. - Matched layer CRC (parabolic and semi-parabolic pro
file) for microstrip with high relative permittivity substrate (9. 9). 

Fac/eur de reflexion calrn/e du milieu ML (projil parabolique el 
semi-parabolique) dans le cas du microruban avec subs/rat a 

Jorie penni//ivite relative (9.9). 

V.1 .2. Absorption perfonnance for different 

TLM mode simulations 

The various TI.M scN nodes have different dispersion 
characteristics and, in addition, some of them require 
additional interface condition between different media 
[18]. Figure 9 shows the comparison between the 
various SCN in the case of the microstrip line, with two 
different substrate permittivities (Er = 2. 2 and 9. 9). It
can be observed that the overall performance of the sscN 
is not as good as for other nodes, especially for high 
permittivity (Fig. 9a). These differences could be explai
ned by the difference of the sscN dispersion characteris
tic as compared to the HSCN and the scN. This is confir
med by Figure 9b in which the performance shown by 
the HSCN and the scN tends to be identical, likewise 
their dispersion characteristics for low permittivity 
values. Further investigations are necessary to find 
explanations on this issue. 

V.1 .3. Planar circuits S-parameter computation 

The S-parameters are computed with the basic SCN 
for the microstrip line loaded by an open stub shown in 
Figure 10. Results are compared with measurements in 
Figure 11. Excellent agreement is found in both magni
tude and phase. Note that a 2 % resonance frequency 
shift for sll is observed. This phenomenon is well 
known in TI.M modeling and is due to coarseness error 
as explained further. The resonant frequency shift was 
2. 1 % and 2. 4 % for the HSCN and sscN, respectively.
They confirm the slightly lower accuracy produced by 
the sscN. However, if one considers the very close per
formance obtained by the three nodes, one should men
tion the suhstantial memory gain of the HSCN and sscN as 
compared to the scN (17 % and 33 %, respectively). To 
conclude from the ahove results, the HSCN seems to be 
the best compromise in terms of memory and accuracy. 
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- 30 
CRC [dB] 

-40 
-50 
- 60 
-70 
- 80 20 

(a) 

- 30 
CRC [dB] 

- 44 
- 58 
- 72 
- 86 
-100 20 

(b) 

----
- SSCN 

40 60 80 
Frequency GHz 

------
SSCN 

SCN, HSCN ------

40 60 80 
Frequency GHz 

100 

100 
FIG. 9. - Matched layer reflection comparaison of the 

three TLM nodes : (a) microstrip E, = 9. 9, ARC= - 100 dB. 
(b) microstrip E, = 2,2, ARC = - 40 dB. 

Comparaison des valeurs du f acteur de reflexion calcule pour le 
milieu Ml entre Les trois cellule.1· TIM: (a) microruban, E, = 9. 9,

ARC = - 100 dB. 
(b) microruban, E, = 2,2, ARC = - 40 dB. 

970µm I+--! 

750µm I 
l.92mm �1 I· l.74mm �1 

FIG. 10. - Microstrip discontinuity on a 254-µm thick 
substrate with E, = 2,2. 

Discontinuite en microruban sur un substrat de hauteur 254 µm 
et de pennittivite relative 2,2. 

V.2. PML results 

V.2.1. Conductivity profile tests 

The proposed model is tested for validation in the 
case of wide-band matched load simulation for TE10-
mode propagation in a empty rectangular waveguide 
(WR-28 with a = 32 mm = 36 111). This canonical case

[dB] 

- II  

-22 

-33 

-44 --- 15111 Measurement 

' ' ' ' " 

' ' 

- - IS11l TLM (SCN) I 
-5 5+-,--,-,--,---.--,---,-,-�--,-,--,--,---,�-.--.-�� 0 4 8 12 16 20 

(a) 
Frequency [GHz] 

180 � 
(, S11 [deg] 

108 

36 
-3 

,, "�, 

TLM (SCN) 
-- Measurement 

I I I I I > I I I I 

-1801--r-,----m_.,__,_mm--r

1

-T--r--�� 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
(b) Frequency [GHz] 

FIG. 11. - S11 scattering coefficient of the discontinuity illustrated 
in Figure 10, (6.1 = 124 µm, 6.t = I. 97. 10·

13 s, 2500 iterations) 
with SCN-ML matched load simulation : (a) magnitude, (b) phase. 

Parametres de repartition S11 de la discontinuite de la figure JO 
ca/cutes avec des charges adaptees simu/ees par un milieu ML et 
la cellule SCN (6.1 = 124 µm , 6.t = 1,97. 10-13 s, 2500 iterations): 
(a) module. (b) phase. 

is very relevant to testing absorbing conditions. Indeed, 
all cases of incidence can be achieved (except near to 
normal), including evanescent modes. The guide is exci
ted hy a current sheet [14] which is located near th PML 
interface (Fig. 12). The conductivity profile used in the 
PML is parabolic with crmax = 25 Sim. The time excita
tion is a Gaussian pulse to achieve wideband characteri
zation centered on the dominant mode operating range. 
Output points from which time sequences are extracted
are P1 and P2 (fig. 12). A FFT procedure is applied to
obtain the frequency characteristics. Results shown in 
Figure 12 yield a reflection coefficient which is lower 
than -58 dB over the 25-40 GHz frequency range. This 
shows some significant improvement as compared to 
reflection levels reported with other ABC used in ll.M [3]. 
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al � u IX u 

- J O  

-55 

25 30 35 40 
PML :---TE1 0 

PML - -- - - -- - -
: P2 P1 

0 L 0 
TML (P1)  

TML (P2) 

Frequency [GHz] 
FIG. 12.  - Relle<:tion coefficient from the PML medium used as 

matched loads in a WR-28 re<:tangular waveguide (umax = 25 Sim. L = 60 !:J.J, 8 = 20 !:J.J, a =  36 !:J.J, P1 and P2 Iocated at one !:J.J 
from the PML interface). 

Facteur de reflexion pour la propagation du mode dominant dans 
un guide d '  011des tennine par des PML ( uma.' = 25 Sim, L = 60 !:J.J. 8 = 20 !:J.J,  a = 36 !:J. I .  p I et Pz places a un !:J.J de !'interface). 

V.2.2. S-parameters extraction 

The next canonical case is the wide-band characteri
zation of a capacitive iris in a WR-28 rectangular wave
guide in which PML technique described above is used 
for matching. The magnitude of S11 is shown in Figure 13
in which FDID [10] and the proposed unified TI.M tech
nique are compared with a closed-form solution used as 
reference [21 ]. Some slight discrepancies can be obser
ved with the reference for both numerical methods, in 
particular the TI.M. This is due to the presence of sharp 
edges near the iris where field gradients are high and for 

30t.I 
-5 

- 1 0  

FDTD 

Frequency [GHz) 
30 35 

iris 

J 04t.I 
- Observation point 

30t.I 

+++ Marcuvitz [21]

� TLM (extrapolation) 

40 

FIG. 13 .  - Computed reflection coefficient (cRc) for a capacitive 
iris in a WR-28 rectangular waveguide terminated by PML (a = 66tJ.J for the fine mesh). 

Facteur de reflexion calcule po11r 1m iri.1· capacitif da11.1· wz g11ide 
d 'ondes wr-28 tennine par des pm! (a = 66 Ill pour le mail/age fin). 

which the TI.M produces some additional error as com
pared to FDID [22] . In order to reduce this error, an 
extrapolation technique is applied. From two successive 
simulations using finer mesh size, results for the zero 
mesh-size limit are extrapolated. This technique yields 
excellent results as shown in Figure 13. It is important 
to notice that PML interface is located close to the iris 
where evanescent higher-order modes prevail. It seems 
to indicate that PML can absorb evanescent modes. 
Finally, some cases of instabilities for iris simulations 
were observed when fine mesh was used. This problem 
could be resolved by decreasing the time-step. This 
resulted in an increase of the number of iterations and, 
thus, of the computation time. The source of instabilities 
is currently under investigation. 

The next case for validation pertains to planar cir
cuits shown in Figures 14 and 15. In both cases, the PML 
are used as matched loads in the direction of propaga
tion. In other sides, both PLM and PML-11..M networks are 
terminated by Z0. Results for S-parameters are presented 
in Figure 14, where they are compared with those obtai
ned with the FDID-PML unified algorighm and measure
ments [23] . Some good agreement can be observed up 
to 15  GHz. Beyond that frequency, the comparison 
should be considered with caution as the authors men
tioned that the measurements were not reliable. 

Finally, the example of the patch antenna (Fig. 15) is 
used to test the ability of the PML technique when the 
layer is located in the very near field (evanescent 
waves). For this purpose, the PML interface is located 
within two cells from the antenna edges perpendicular 
to the microstrip line. Results pertaining to the input 
reflection coefficient are shown in (Fig. 15). Compari
son with PML interface located 1 0  cells from the antenna
showed only a slight difference of 0. 3 dB at the first
resonance. One may conclude that PML can be located 
very near the structure without affecting the accuracy 

0 0 (dB] 
-10 
-20 
- 0 
-.JO 
-50 

4 

- TL� FDTD 

Fr.:quenc} IGI  l.t:I  
1 2  I 

• \k ur�m •nt 1 23 1

20 

• 

I I • 

FIG. 14 .  - ,\'-parameter' of a micro;;trip filter (�uh;;trate : h = 0. 794 mm, E, = 1.2) computed with PML matched load s imulation. 
Parmnetre.1· S d 'un filtre micromban (.1·11b.1·trat : h = 0. 794 mm. 

E ,  = 2 .1 )  te11ni11e par des PML. 
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FIG. 1 5 . - Input reflection coefficient of a patch antenna fed by a 
microstrip line (substrate : h = 0. 794 mm, £, = 2,2) computed 

with PML used as absorbing boundary conditions (ABC). 
Facteur de reflexion ii / 'entree d 'une antenne plaque alimentee 
par un micromban (substrat : h = 0,794 mm, £, = 2,2) et avec 

des PML comme conditions aux limites ab.wrbantes. 

that pertains to input impedance computation. Conse
quently, the computational domain can be reduced 
which produces some significant reduction of the com
putational cost, as compared to other ABC techniques. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Simulation of absording media with a unified lLM 
algorithm was presented. The matched layer technique 
was found to be very attractive in applications that 
involve wide-band matched loads of guides that operate 
in quasi-TEM situation. In this case, the absorbing medium 
can be simulated directly with the basic lLM algorithms 
(scN, HSCN and sscN) without modification. When quasi
normal incidence assumption is no longer valid, the per
fectly matched layer technique (PML) must be rather used. 
A new lLM cell capable of simulating uniaxial PML media 
was introduced. It is an extension of the classical lLM
scN and, thus ensures the continuity of the algorithm 
across the lLM-PML network interface. The concept of 
sources controlled by local fields was used and translated 
in terms of additional voltages (stubs) connected to the 
basic scN. An accelerating procedure was applied for 
reducing the number of operations per iteration and boun
dary treatment for the new PML-lLM cell presented. 

Simulation results in the case of planar circuits such 
as microstrip and co-planar lines, showed that ML tech
nique yields 45 dB return loss, at least, over the fre
quency range up to 1 00 GHz and relative permittivity 
substrate up to 6. For a higher value of Er, return loss 
decreases but is still at a good level for practical pur
poses. All lLM node simulations of ML showed numeri
cal stability. Finally, the lLM sscN node is less perfor
mant than other cells but requires less memory than the 
other nodes. 

The new lLM-PML cell was found to be efficient for 
simulation of general matched load. In addition, it was 
found that the PML was able to be located where evanes
cent waves prevailed which was not the case for other 
absorbing techniques currently used in lLM. In certain 
solutions, numerical instabilities occurred but could be 
circumvented by reducing the time step at the price of 
increasing the number of iterations. The source of this 
problem is currently under investigation. 

Manuscrit reru le 15 octobre 1997 

Appendix A: Incidence and reflected voltage defi

nition for the TLM-SCN 

Incident voltage vector ({() and reflected voltage
vector OJ) are defined from field samples shown in
Figure 1 [14] :

{Jtb } (A. 3) --, 

� 
where VE = 

2 

d Ex + Z A Hz 
x 1 0 z I 

x v dx E 2 ± Zo dv H2 
dy E � ± Z0 dz H� 
dy E� + Z0 dxH: 
dz E� ± Z0 dxH� 
dz E� + Z0 AYH� 

z x dz E 7 + Zo dx H 7 
y x dy Es ± Zo dxHs 

Ex y 
dx 9 + Zo dyH9 

x v dz E1 0 ±  Zo dyHio 
AY Ei1 + Zo Az Ht1 
AxE;�2 ± Zo AzH1

z
2 � VE � VM 

Appendix B :  Accelerated procedure for (lf) calcu

lation (14] 

First of all, the field components at the cell center are 
computed at time n A t  from (7t) known at time (n - 1 \2) 
A t and adding the source contribution at time n d t: 
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(B 1 ) A £11 A { C ( + + + + 11y )<11 - 112) computed above in the reflected voltage vector /}zc. a, x = x x al ll1 2 ll2 ll9 sx ll1 3 

(B . 5) Z0Li YH; = BY { D/a2-a9- a6 + a10
+ Z a )(n - l!l) _ _!_ __!___ L'1 l }sy 17 4 µyy y my 

(B . 6) Z0 L'1 ::. H: = Bz {Dz(-a1 + a12 + a3 - all 
" 1 s } + z a )(n - 1/2) _ _ _  L'1 I'' sz 1 8  4 µ z mz zz 

where Lit is the time step, s = 2c0Lit with c0 the free
space velocity of light. Factors C� and D� are given by: '> '> 

where (S, 'fl, s.) E {(x, y, z), (y, z, x), (z, x, y)} . Stub/\ /\ 
normalised admittances (Y5� andZ,�) are given by : '> '> 

(B. 7) f5� = 4 ( �� - 1) andZ,� = 4 ( � - 1) 
with s {x, y, z} "' "' 

4 

(B .  8) A� = /\ '> 4 + G� '> 
/\ Z0s ae� 

where the normalized conductance G� £�� and '> '>'> 
4 

(B . 9) B� = --"-
"' 4 + R� '> 

/\ 1 am�
where the normalized resistance R� = - s --"' · 
Finally, sources er�. r � )  corresp

"'
ond Zo µ;; e"::> m� 

to a spatial average value [ 14 ]  at time n .1 t which can 
be interpreted as value at the cell center. 

The next step consists of combining the field values 

whose expression is given by (A. 1 )  in Appendix A. 
Finally, one can show [ 1 4] that reflected voltages at time 
(n 1 12) Li t  can be computed as follows :

(B . 1 0) -;--)b(n + 1 12) = �bn _ � c aP
where 

� aP = { a1 2• ag, all, ag, Cl7, a10• as, Cl4, a2, a6, a3, al' al 3' aw al5' aw al7' als}r 
Finally, one should notice that the time step Lit is 

selected as the maximum value for which normalized 
immittances are real positive in every cell. This can be 
interpreted as the numerical stability criterion for the 
TLM method. 

Appendix C: Definition of additional voltages for 

the PML medium 

Incident (dPML) and reflected z;:ML) voltage vectors
added to the scN for the modeling of PML media are 
given below : 

(C. 1) Cl19 a20 
(/21 
Cl22 � 1 aPML = Cl23 -2 Cl24 
Cl25a26

b19 b20b21 1 � bPML = b22 -2b23 
b24b25
b26 

Lix E;z + Ct Z0 Liy H�Li ez - C Z Li HY x 9 x 0 y 9 .1y E�z - Cy Z0 L'1x H;Li £YZ + C Z .1 Hxy 8 y 0 x 8 
Za LixHj+ DxL'1z E�
Z Li Hxy -D .1 Ez0 x 7 x z 7 yx z Z0 Liy H 6 - Dy Li2 E6 Z0 Liy H�� +Dy LizEJ0 

Li E'z - C Z Li HYx 2 x 0 y 2Lix E�z + Cx Z0 .1y H�Li £YZ + C Z .1 Hxy 4 y 0 x 4yz C Li Hx.1y E s - y Za x 8 
Z Li H'<Y-D .1 Ez 0 x 5 x z 5 Z0 Lix Hj + Dx Liz E; 
Z Li Hyx + D .1 Ez 0 y 6 y z 6 yx Z Z0 Liy H 10 -Dy Lift10

14
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